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MARBLE HAS NO LIMITS

COMPAC technological marble is an innovative 
and advanced product that expresses the new 
aesthetic and functional trends of modern 
architecture, while respecting the environment.

The homogeneity, range of colours, finishes and 
formats together with an exceptional hardness, 
non-existent porosity, and the fact that it 
is easy to clean, make this a contemporary 
product and an ideal alternative to natural 
stone when designing unique personalised 
environments and projects, based on the tastes 
and requirements of the end user.

Colours Finishes

POLISHED
Gloss finish

MATT
Matt finish

BUSH HAMMERED*
Rough finish

SILKEN*
Very pleasant 
smooth texture

OVO
Egg texture imitation

Exclusive colours for façade 
and external use 

Internal use only 

Internal and external use

Not recommended 
for kitchen worktops

*Only available in 20 mm 
and 30 mm thicknesses.

**Available from 14mm 
thickness
Not available in OVO finish

Principal advantages

MICRO THASSOS NACARADO BLANCO STONEAFIÓN

CREMA ALTEA**

BLANCO MICRO

CREMA VALENCIA**

FIDJI

NUBIA FOG

WHITE FARAYA

BEIGE FARAYA

OR TRAVERTINE BASALT MARS CUIVRE CRYPTO

MARFIL STONE CARAMELO BERING

Lighter: savings in 
transport and easy to fit

Highly resistant to 
impact and deflection

Resistance to fire,
rated as A2 
(Euroclass)

Low maintenance 
costs and easy to clean

Large format sizes and 
made-to-measure pieces

Technological marble: 
resins and other binding 
agents are added to 91- 
96% natural marble

STANDARD SIZES

Dimensions

Useful measurement of slab 306 x 123 cm

Standard thicknesses: 12 mm, 14 mm, 20 mm 
and 30 mm depending on application 
and size.

60 x 7 cm 40 x 7 cm

60 x 30 cm

60 x 40 cm

60 x 60 cm

Edges

Applications with 
Carborundum® for 
staircases and ramps

Ref. 01: 
ROUNDED EDGE

Ref. 02: 
POLISHED BEVEL EDGE

Ref. 03: 
COVED EDGE

Ref. 04: 
BULLNOSE EDGE

Ref. 05: 
OGEE EDGE

Rounded edge 
with 1 strip of carborundum

Polished, bevel edge 
with 2 strips of carborundum

Minimal water 
absorption

Polish after intensive useto 
regain the original sheen
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